CCP-SAS Newsletter

June 2014

Announcements/Reminders
●

●

●

●

MARK YOUR CALENDARS: Hopefully everyone has by now, but if you haven’t - the
second annual CCP-SAS project meeting will be held at Diamond Oct 6-7 2014.
Speakers and program ideas to be discussed at next UK project meeting in July.
NEW MONTHLY SEMINAR SERIES - JUNE 18: As year 2 begins, we are finally ready
to start our planned monthly webinar series. The plan will be to have it at 9AM ET/2PM
UK time the Wednesday in the middle of each month (except for October which would
be right after our meeting). As with any seminar series, not everyone will be able to
make all of the webinars but hopefully getting a schedule set up will maximize people’s
ability to join. The dates are as follows:
○ June 18 = demo web app Joseph/Emre
○ July 16 = TBA
○ Aug 13 = TBA
○ Sep 17 = TBA
○ Oct 15 = SKIP
○ Nov 12 = TBA
○ Dec 17 = TBA or SKIP - Holidays?
PUBLICATIONS/NEWSLETTER: We hope to periodically issue Newsletters like this to
the distribution list as yet another means of building communication. In future issues we
plan to include manuscripts that have been accepted or have been published since the
last newsletter. These will be drawn from the dissemination team’s master list. PLEASE
REMEMBER to send your publication information, including DOI if possible, to Steve
King so we can track it. Also remember that all such publications should include a
reference to the CCP-SAS project such as given on the website.
NOTE: Published manuscripts are also posted on the CCP-SAS website (under impact),
so please remember to tell us when the “in press” goes to “published.”.

NEWS:
● The first annual report has now been submitted to NSF. Please find a copy attached.
We have made excellent progress this year. Now we need to work towards our next
goals!
● Three tutorials were given on using some of the components of CCP-SAS
○ The US-SOMO had a workshop focusing on the HPLC-SAXS tools on Monday
afternoon, May 26 at the American Crystallographic Association (ACA) annual
meeting in Albuquerque NM. Approximately 15 attendees participated including
representatives from most international SEC-SAXS beamlines.
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○

●

The first tutorial of the SASSIE modules using the new GenApp web interface
was held Sunday afternoon, June 1, at the American Conference on Neutron
Scattering (ACNS) meeting in Knoxville TN. About 20 participants went through
some hands on examples. Good feedback on the web interface was collected
from the participants.
○ A training session on VMD and SASSIE was held at UCL in London by David
Wright, and attended by 6 people from UCL and ISIS who found it very useful.
The standard CCP-SAS poster presented Monday night, June 2, at the ACNS was well
received.
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